Care and Risks Policy
Our rules to
• look after your safety
and
• respect your right to try new things.

When you see the word we in this book
• it means Activ.

Easy English
September 2020.
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Risks and how we care
We believe you should
• be involved in making decisions
and
• be safe
and
• be happy.

We respect your right to make decisions.

Some times you may choose to do
some thing that
• seems scary

• is new to you

• may not be safe.

This means you take a risk.
You have a right to take risks.
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We respect your right to take risks
but
the law tells us we must keep you safe too.

We will teach you safe ways to do
the things you want to do.
We will help you to
• look out for danger

• have safe relationships

• take your medicines properly

• know how people can help you move

• look after your toilet needs.

We make sure other people who help you
know these things too.
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We train our workers
We work hard to make sure bad things
should not happen.

We teach all our workers
• to respect your rights to take risks

and

• our rules to keep you safe.

Our workers must not
• harm you

• let other people harm you

• let things you do harm you

• let things you do harm other people.
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We make sure we can trust our workers.
Like we
• talk to people they used to work with

• make sure they have not been in trouble
with the police

• make sure they are safe with children.

Some times bad things may still happen.

It is ok to tell us
• when you think some thing bad
may happen
• when bad things do happen.
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Your Goal Action Plan
We work with you to make your
goal action plan.

This tells us
• what you want to do

• how you want to do it

• what supports and services we
can give you.

We will help you in ways that
• we know work well

• let you take risks

• keep you safe

• help you be independent.
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Making decisions
You can make decisions about your life.

Some times you do need help
to make decisions
and
some times you do not need help.

We will only help you when you do need it.

You can ask others to help too.
Like
• your parents

• your friends

• an advocate

• your Guardian.
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Understanding risks
We will help you to understand any risks.

We will tell you about
• what your choices are
and
• how risky the choices are

and

• what may happen if you take a risk.

We will tell you in a way that
you can understand.
Like
• in a different language

• with a special device

• with words you understand.
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Some times you may still find it very hard
to understand about risks.

We may need to ask some one else
to make a decision for you.
We call this a Substituted Judgement.

We will not let you make a choice
that is very dangerous.
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About this book
Our Policy follows information from
• many laws
• Australian standards
• other Activ policies.

The Accessible Information Service
at VisAbility wrote the Easy English.
September 2020.

We use pictures from
• Inspired Services
• The Noun Project
• Mulberry images from Straightstreet
• Dreamstime

• The Activ logo
• The VisAbility logo.
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This book helps you understand
the Activ Duty of Care and Dignity of Risk
Policy
• version 1
• AQuA number 2902
• issued in June 2020
• to review by June 2022.
Make sure you print our latest version.
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